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INTRODUCTION

This booklet contains a product handler program (8112 LOOP) which is represented by several bar codes.
These bar codes are scanned by a bar code reader (the wand on the 5100) to load the program into the
Omegalarm 5100 Bar Code Programmer. A bar code template is included in the 5100 Programmer Binder to
facilitate scanning the product handler bar codes.

When loaded with the 8112 LOOP program, the 5100 Programmer can perform diagnostic loop testing on the
Omegalarm 8112 Control/Communicator. Once this program is loaded into the 5100 Programmer it is
retained in memory and does not have to be loaded again.

NOTE: The Omegalarm 5100 Bar Code Programmer is programmed at the factory with the 8112 LOOP
program. Before loading the LOOP program into the 5100, advance through the Product Level index to verify
that the LOOP program is not already stored in memory. lf the LOOP program is in memory, it is displayed as:

..8112 LOOP x#.-

(The characters x# are variables representing the revision number of the software in your Programmer.) Do
NOT load the 8112 LOOP program into a Programmer which already has that program in memory.

8112 LOOP PRODUCT HANDLER PROGRAM
LOADING INSTRUCTIONS

A product handler program is very easy to load into the 5100 Bar Code Programmer. Follow the steps listed
below for loading procedures. For a detailed description of product handler programs, see the Omegalarm
5100 Bar Code Programmer Operation Manual, section 14. Loading a Product Handler.

STEPS FOR LOADING THE PRODUCT HANDLER

1. Press the wand activation switch to turn "on" the display.

2. Scan the appropriate bar codes to bring NEW HANDLER? into the display.

3. Scan the first bar code of the product handler (number 1). The display changes to the following

8112 LOOPx# 1

This display indicates the product handler model, description, revision level and the bar code lD number. As
bar codes are entered in consecutive order, the digit on the far right of the display will increment showing the
last bar code entered.

4. After all the bar codes are loaded the display shows OK. Scan the ADVANCE bar repeatedly to scroll
through the product level. Notice the display now shows:

..8112 LOOPx#..

The 8112 MAIN product handler program is now loaded into memory.


